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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ah, 2020. The promise of a new year. ‘New year, new me’
selfies have been posted, resolutions have been made (and
already broken), and ‘top nine’ posts are no longer
dominating our feeds. And as we say goodbye to 2019 in all
its tumultuous glory, we say hello to 2020 and a new year of
advancements in social media. With that in mind, we at
SOCIETY@ME are bringing you the key trends to keep an
eye out for this year.

TOP TEN AT A GLANCE
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TAKE ME TO YOUR AUDIENCES
Rumours about audience migration on
social are a dime a dozen. But Canadians
are increasing their time spent on social,
and new demographics are adopting
different platforms at different rates. Take
comfort: the space is far from tapped out.

SOCIAL VIDEO GETS MORE
INTERACTIVE
Platforms introduce new video
functionality aimed at driving deeper
connections between people and brands;
all in the interest of creating more
personalized experiences.
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AR BECOMES FASHION FORWARD
2020 will be the year AR becomes more
prominent, with AR content being
integrated into public spaces AR wearables
being made readily available.
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THE EVOLUTION OF TIKTOK
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Several product rollouts and a freshlyminted service team in Canada, in tandem
with TikTok’s growing and heavily engaged
user base, poise the platform to be a
considerable disruptor in 2020.

SOCIAL EXPANDS eCOMMERCE
ABILITIES
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Expect to see performance media
investments for eCommerce clients in
social continue to increase as ad
products improve, while Facebook
protects its leadership position with new
payment tools.

9

BIG SHIFTS IN INFLUENCER
MARKETING
2020 will bring about a big shift in
influencer marketing as spending
continues to increase in this category,
Instagram paves the way with Shopping for
Creators, speeding up the path
to purchase.

A GROWING ECOSYSTEM OF PRIVATE
MESSAGING
By the end of 2020, over 20.3 M
Canadians will be using messaging apps
on the mobile phone. Expect a connected
ecosystem of private messaging
throughout the Facebook universe
to emerge.

TAPPING INTO CULTURE BECOMES
TABLE STAKES
While more advertisers jump onto cultural
bandwagons, Twitter makes it easier for
timid brands to experiment with dozens of
lightweight conversations happening in
social media they can join.

DATA AND PRIVACY PROTECTIONS
SNOWBALL
Given the 2019 breaches and stricter
government regulations, we can expect
data protection and privacy to continue to
be a major topic in 2020, with several big
announcements in the pipeline for Q1.

1
TAKE ME TO YOUR AUDIENCES
Rumours about audience migration within the social space are a dime a
dozen. If it’s not the imminence of Facebook’s demise, it’s the
cannibalization of one platform by another. So, what’s the tea heading
into 2020?
In fact, the social space is healthy, vibrant, and growing. Sure, there are
more players in the space, but Canadians are increasing their time
spent with social media and new demographics are adopting different
platforms at different rates. Take comfort: the space is far from tapped
out.

Social Audience Trends
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Facebook And Mes senger
Twitter
TIKTOK.COM (w/ history)

INSTAGR AM.COM
Pinterest

Snapchat, Inc
Linkedin

Facebook continues to be the most dominant platform on social, and with
some upcoming reinforcements in their messaging tools, this isn’t likely to
change anytime soon (although it could result in some disruptive new
placements and formats).
The biggest change in the space has been the rapid rise of TikTok, which
really started to kick off in late Q3 – and although Instagram, Snapchat,
Twitter, and Pinterest showed some declines during that period, it’s not a
straight user for user swap. It’s still a bit early to peg this as a long-term
trend, but even if this does turn out to be the case, most of these platforms
are making a concerted effort to identify the unique behaviours of their
audiences and tailor their advertising products accordingly.
Bottom line: even if overall numbers continue to shift, their offering will be
more tailored to strategies against which they can still deliver results.

2
SOCIAL VIDEO GETS MORE INTERACTIVE
2019 saw several key trends emerge in social video, including the growth
of content platforms like Facebook Watch & IGTV, prioritization of instream and vertical placements, and a renewed emphasis on completion
metrics; as demonstrated by Facebook’s ThruPlay optimization and
Snapchat’s Commercials roll-out. And while these trends are far from in
their final state, there’s one trend that is ever prevalent as we roll into
2020: social video is becoming increasingly more interactive.
Platforms continue to introduce new video formats
and functionality aimed at driving deeper connections between people
and brands; all in the interest of creating more engaging, more
personalized experiences for consumers. Here are some of the recently
available opportunities:
• In-Feed and Story Polls: Gives users the opportunity to engage with
video content by taking part in a poll. While originating in Instagram
Stories, Facebook’s recent in-feed version enables advertisers to
navigate users to a specific landing page based on their poll response.
• Expandable Video: Several platforms have introduced products that
enable users to expand their video ad into full-screen, immersive
environments, opening
up opportunity microsite-esque experiences and greater shoppable
functionality through the use of product feeds.
• Hashtag Challenges: The hot new platform to the party, TikTok is now
putting video creation in the hands of its users through Hashtag
Challenges. This opportunity allows brands to challenge TikTok users
to create video content following a certain theme, taking user
generated content to the next level.
• AR Lenses: While AR Lenses are nothing new, advanced functionality
allows users to take-part in a variety of experiences; from trying on
and purchasing products to walking into a whole new AR world.
Snapchat was an early adopter of this technology,
but it’s only a matter of time until Instagram joins the AR party.

3
AR BECOMES FASHION FORWARD
“This is the year of AR” – the buzzwords we have been hearing since its
inception in the 1990’s-early 2000’s (and more than a little painfully
reminiscent of the recent “year of mobile”), but when is this actually going
to happen and what does the tech actually hold for us in the
short term?
In 2019, we saw developments made in AI technology which is essential
to the operation of AR. Machine algorithms on platforms such as
Snapchat and Instagram became increasingly sophisticated and capable
of producing AR experiences with products like lenses and filters.
Consumer entertainment VR also became mainstream, allowing
consumers to bring VR/AR experiences into their homes with the use
of special headsets.
2020 will be the year AR becomes more fashion forward and integrated
into public spaces, with AR wearables being a key focus for the next
decade. Snapchat has led this charge with its third-generation Spectacle
glasses, which the company introduced in November 2019. Facebook
continues to refine a similar competitive product codenamed Orion, that
will have voice assistant control built into its glasses. It is predicted that
within the next 5 years people will access the functionality of their
smartphones through lightweight AR glasses rather than screens they
manually hold up to their faces.
This year we also expect to see the launch of Facebook’s Horizon
platform, which is a new social VR world coming to Oculus Quest and the
Rift Platform, allowing users to meet and socialize in VR environments.
User’s will be notified when the beta for this product opens in 2020,
which I am sure will be met with VR advertising opportunities for brands
that are helping bridge the gap between physical vs. online worlds.
Combined with the predicted increase in
sales of VR and AR headsets that will connect to 5G cellular networks
anywhere, we expect to see a significant uptick in the mobile AR
ecosystem with next-gen AR cloud-enabled software (SDKs).
Lining up AR content with real-world locations will also be a major theme
this year. Facebook is focusing on enterprise-class, city-scale mapping,
as is which will capture both the exterior world and interiors of buildings.
By contrast, Snapchat is mapping individual landmarks for consumer
applications, and we’ll see even more companies working on similar
initiatives in 2020.

4
THE EVOLUTION OF TIKTOK
In early 2019, Chinese-owned app TikTok announced it was rolling out
advertising opportunities in Canada. Since then, TikTok has effectively
been the new kid on the block, shaking things up with its out-of-the-box
ad products and youthful user base. And while some advertisers were
able to get in and make a splash early, there have been several hurdles
the emerging platform had to face, including limited targeting and buying
functionality and concerns around data privacy and brand safety.
Despite this, TikTok is starting 2020 off on the right foot through a
number of recent advancements. The platform now has a Canadian
account team to support clients locally, along with several products rolled
out nationally, ranging from in-feed video to various takeovers to their
coveted Hashtag Challenge. As of the new year they’ve rolled out basic
demographic and geographic targeting with more options on the horizon,
and they will be rolling out their self-serve auction tool later this month;
enabling advertisers to buy more effectively.
These updates, in tandem with TikTok’s growing and heavily engaged
user base, should poise them to be a considerable disruptor in 2020.

5
SOCIAL EXPANDS eCOMMERCE ABILITIES
Facebook and Instagram have long been the dominant players in the
world of performance-based social advertising – especially when it
comes to supporting retailers and DTC brands with ad products
designed to, well, move product. In 2019 we saw other major platforms
like Snapchat and Pinterest ramp up their offering for eCommerce
clients, broadening the playing field for those
advertising dollars.
The one area where Facebook retains a leg up is in-stream payments –
Instagram Check Out was launched last year, providing a friction free
way for digital commerce to be executed all within a single platform,
and despite the fact that their cryptocurrency Libra has been a bit of a
bust, they are starting to roll out Facebook Pay and Whatsapp Pay.
Although these aren’t likely to hit Canada for quite some time, it’s a
testament to the focus Facebook is putting on eCommerce – in-stream
payments are a big bet for them, and they are going all in for 2020.
Expect to see performance media investments for eCommerce clients
in social continue to increase as the ad products improve, while
Facebook protects its leadership position in the market with these new
payment tools.

6
BIG SHIFTS IN INFLUENCER MARKETING
Unlike AR, 2019 was the year of the micro influencer. As influencer
marketing budgets increased, brands were looking to smaller influencers
to get their products in front of audiences. The micro and nano influencers
of the world offer higher and more meaningful engagement which brands
craved in 2019. As brands started to take more risks on long-term
partnerships with creators, building brand association, ROI, and credibility,
creators themselves were becoming more protective of their personal
brand, keeping their authenticity, style, and values in check to climb the
ladder to macro influencer.
As the social media landscape begins to saturate with aspiring
influencers, Instagram threw a curveball in 2019 by experimenting with
hiding likes in some user feeds, creating an uproar everywhere. Instagram
said the move was “about creating a less pressurized environment where
people feel comfortable expressing themselves.” What’s an influencer to
do without their likes being visible to the world?
2020 will bring about a big shift in influencer marketing as spending
continues to increase in this category, with Instagram paving the way. As
Instagram Checkout takes off in the U.S., a key decider in its success and
expansion to other markets will be from people buying products from
branded content. Shopping for Creators gives influencers the ability to tag
what they’re wearing and shop directly on Instagram, speeding up the
path to purchase. It’s another way for brands to leverage the aspirational
side of influencer culture while making it easier to find and buy their
products. And for influencers, it solidifies future partnerships with brands.
Facebook is taking it a step further, opening their Brands Collabs
Manager to a select few creators on Instagram to allow them to find
brands to collaborate with. Brands Collab Manager is making it easier for
Facebook and Instagram influencers to share their analytics with brands,
evading the removal of likes by keeping the data-driven relationship
between brand and creator within the digital walls of Facebook. Facebook
has created a space for brands to look beyond engagement metrics, and
to examine how an influencer’s reach affects their conversion metrics and
ROI long-term. As the number of influencers on social media rises, more
platforms will be developing ways to quantify the value of influencer
content and paid partnerships for business goals.

7
A GROWING ECOSYSTEM OF PRIVATE
MESSAGING
By the end of 2020, over 20.3 M Canadians will be using messaging
apps on the mobile phone. Which is great, because now we can all
breathe a sigh of relief that we never have to see another trend piece
touting the year of mobile again, but also because it means that, as a
society, we haven’t completely lost sight of the importance of human
connections in the social landscape. After a pendulum swing towards
fake news, bots, and too many wall posts from Aunt Bertha, direct
messaging (whether part of one of your already favourite social
platforms or a standalone app) is an increasingly important part of the
time Canadians spend online.
Last year saw major increases in advertising and marketing
opportunities within Facebook Messenger, while some of their other
products, namely Instagram Direct Messages and WhatsApp have
remained ad-free longer than others. But with a recent announcement
that it is removing the ability to sign up for messenger without a
Facebook account, it’s clear that Facebook has big plans. To say that
this is a harbinger of a connected ecosystem of private messaging
throughout the Facebook universe (with ad placements for each!) is
perhaps a little premature, but Facebook have never been bullish about
connecting their services in order to better serve advertisers as well as
users.

8
TAPPING INTO CULTURE BECOMES
TABLE STAKES
In 2019, we released The Impact of Culture, an important pieces of
research in collaboration with IPG Media Labs, MAGNA and Twitter. The
central thesis: participation in culture is table stakes for brands.
We’re likely to see even more advertisers look to incorporate a cultural
lens into their work, and an increased focus on community investment
initiatives is likely to bubble up. But for those brands who aren’t ready
to take that major leap, there are dozens of lightweight conversations
happening in social media they can join. It’s clear that as part of their
unique positioning in 2020, Twitter is ready to lean in hard to help
brands activate. With new tools like their topical discussions and
Marketing Calendars highlighting key events, they are clearly hoping to
help open the floodgates. If the results of these programs bear the fruits
that the research suggests, we should continue to see even more of
this (and Twitter may find itself in a leadership position for these types
of initiatives).

9
DATA AND PRIVACY PROTECTIONS SNOWBALL
Nowadays, the substantial influx of personal
information available online, in addition to the
multiple data breaches witnessed in recent
history, have put user privacy at the forefront
of ethical and legal discussions. Social
networking platforms are seeing their
consumers trust decline as data privacy
compliance increases driven by international
pressure. 2019 was especially plagued by a
couple of major incidents, such as Facebook’s
leak of a password-free database containing
personal information of millions of user
accounts and TikTok’s mishandling of the
Children Privacy Protection Act.
Given the above breaches, as well as
legislative (GDPR) and industry (Apple’s ITP)
updates within the last couple of years, we can
expect data protection and privacy to continue
to be a major topic in 2020. In fact, there are a
couple more changes that are already in the
pipeline
for Q1.
In January 2020, the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA), an equivalent to the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
went into effect. The new policies established
give enforcement authorities a firmer
framework to test applications that collect and
use personal data. Companies will need to
integrate privacy into their product design and
core operations in order to build trust with
consumers and survive in a world of increasing
security challenges.
This is something even the biggest players
have come to realize. “I believe the future is
private,” said Mark Zuckerberg at the annual

F8 Developer Conference as he announced
the platform’s redesign with more emphasis
on privacy. In addition to growing efforts on
securing the Feed, the new model will
integrate an encrypted messaging platform
that works across Instagram, WhatsApp, and
Messenger to protect users’ private
conversations.
Moreover, starting February 23, Facebook
will be introducing updates to its Ad Library,
offering greater transparency and control for
people on the platform. These updates will
apply to all people on Facebook and will
mainly impact advertisers as users are given
increased control over the ads they see.
Previously, people were able to hide ads
from specific advertisers in their Ad
Preferences or directly in an ad. With this
new feature, users will be able to control
whether an advertiser can show ads to them
using a Custom Audience list. This means
that users will now have the option to stop
seeing ads based on an advertiser’s Custom
Audience from a customer list or choose to
become eligible if an advertiser excluded
them from the list.
Expect to see more changes like these
throughout the rest of the year. While
additional legislation will be slower to roll
out, the trend Facebook initiated by turning
back some controls to the consumers is
likely to snowball in 2020, spreading to
other platforms (case in point: see Google’s
fresh announcement about phasing out 3rd
party cookies) as they work to build and
maintain trust.

WHERE
TO NEXT?
Change is the norm in social media, and building flexible,
tweakable social strategies is key to keeping pace.
Marketers should use a data-driven, customer-centric
approach – one that uses the right tools and resources. We
as marketers need to do a better job at managing data
analysis, using human resources, and incorporating
technologies to better understand audiences. Leveraging
these learnings into social media strategies is the way
forward for improved consumer relationships and increased
ROI.
Reach out to SOCIETY@ME for more information on
opportunities to best integrate these strategies into your
brand’s marketing plans in 2020.

